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Joyroom S-M430 USB-C/Lightning 1.2m cable (white)
The 1.2m long USB-C/Lightning cable from Joyroom operates at up to 3A and supports the PD fast charging protocol. It's made of durable
materials such as TPE and ABS, and thanks to its long-lasting plug, you can be sure it will  serve you for a long time. The S-M430 also
supports data transfer speeds of 480 Mbps and is MFi certified.
 
Fast power renewal
Forget about the long wait for your devices' energy to be renewed. Joyroom's USB-C/Lightning cable supports PD's fast charging protocol
with  27  watts  of  power,  so  30  minutes  is  enough  for  your  iPhone  13's  battery  charge  to  reach  50%.  What's  more,  the  product  is
iOS-compatible and MFi-certified, so you can connect it to your iPhone, iPad and iPod without worry.
 
Instant data transfer
Using the S-M430, you'll be transferring documents, photos or videos to the device of your choice in just a few moments. The Joyroom
cable allows you to transfer data at speeds of up to 480 Mbps. 
 
Refined design
To ensure long life and reliable transmission, the S-M430 cable is made of robust materials such as TPE and ABS. As a result, it stands out
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for its durability and resistance to damage.
 
	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	S-M430
	Type
	USB-C/Lightning
	Fast charging standard 
	PD
	Output power
	27 W
	Current
	3 A
	Data transmission speed
	480 Mbps
	Length
	1.2 m
	Material
	TPE + ABS
	Color
	white

Preço:

€ 9.30

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, Micro, USB-C, Lightning 3
in 1
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